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Pre-Proof Reasoning                         Name_____Answers_______________ 
***Various answers are possible.  This key is only one possibility. 
 
1.                                Given:  AB CD⊥                                 5.   
                                   Conclusion:  _<ABD right angle_ 
                                   Reason:  Perpendicular lines  
                                   meet to form right angles. 
                                    
                                                                                                     Given:   supp ABC CBD  
                                                                                                     Conclusion: _m<1 + m<2 = 180 
                                                                                                     Reason:  _Supplementary angles are 2 
                                                                                                     angles the sum of whose measures 
                                                                                                     are 180.                                           
 
 
2.                                        Given:  median BD                     6.   
                                           Conclusion:  M is midpoint 
                                           of AC  
 
                                                                                                          
                                            Reason:_Median is segment             Given:  segments ,AB CD  
                                from any vertex of triangle to                      Conclusion:  AEC DEB≅  
                                midpoint of opposite side.                            Reason:__Vertical angles are  
                                                                                                       congruent. 
 
 
 
3.                                       Given:  <B is a right angle            7.   
                                          Conclusion: _m<B = 90_____ 
                                          ________________________ 
                                          Reason:  _A right angle has                                           
                                          a measure of 90. 
 
 
 
 
4.                                       Given:  AB BC≅                              Given:  diagram as marked 
                                          Conclusion: __triangle ABC__          Conclusion:  ABC equilateralΔ  
                                          __is isosceles___________                Reason:  Equilateral triangle has  
                                          Reason: Isosceles triangle has_          _3 congruent sides. 
                                          __two congruent sides.______          _______________________________ 
                                          _________________________ 
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8.                               Given:  altitude BD                              12.   
                                  Conclusion:  _ BD AC⊥ ____  
                                  Reason: _An altitude is a segment 
                                   from any vertex of a triangle                   Given:  <ABC is obtuse 
                                   perpendicular to the line                          Conclusion: _90 < m<ABC < 180 
                                       containing the opposite side.              Reason:  The measure of an obtuse angle 
                                                                                                      is greater than 90º and less than 180º.                        
                                                                                                      _______________________________ 
 
 
9.                                Given:   bisects BD ABC                   13.   
                                   Conclusion:___ 1 2≅ ______ 
                                   Reason:_Bisector of an angle 
                                                ___divides the angle ___                Given:  D is the midpoint of AB  
                                                ___into 2 congruent ___                Conclusion: _ AD DB≅ _______ 
                                   __________angles. __________                 Reason:_Midpoint divides a  
                                   __________________________                 segment into 2 congruent segments. 
                                                                                                        ______________________________ 
 
 
 
10.                               Given: 1, 2 complementary           14.   
                                    Conclusion:_m<1 + m<2 = 90_ 
                                    Reason:_Complementary angles 
                                    are two angles the sum of whose 
                                    measures is 90.  
                                                                                                       Given:  AB  
                                                                                                       Conclusion:  <ADB is a straight < 
                                                                                                       Reason: _The rays of a straight angle  
                                                                                                       Form a straight line. 
 
 
11.                               Given: diagram with AD                                               
                                    Conclusion:_<1 supp <4______        15.                 Given:   1 2≅  
                                                       _________________                             Conclusion: _____________ 
                                                                                                                      ___  bisects BD ABC< ____ 
 
                            
 
                                     Reason: If 2 angles form a _____                                      Reason: An angle  
                                     linear pair, they are supp._____                                    bisector divides an 
                                     ___________________________                                 angle into 2 congruent     
                                                                                                                         angles. 


